Invitation to Leadership part II
God is inviting us to be an influence in the world

Getting you into convergence
Getting you into a state of Convergence Part II, an add on by Zbob to
the series “The Power of Convergence”. This is a collection of tidbits,
bite size of understandings, packaging into a coherent image of the
Power of Convergence Series. This collection of tidbits will give the
understanding you need of the system, the mechanism that is running the
world. In a nutshell; this is a comprehensive understanding of the
dynamics that shape human existence, the workings of the system of
things that is running the world, an understanding of the different worlds
we have within our world, the different classifications of sub-world,
different layers of human existence, the capacity for people to join as a
collective to create the kind of world they want to live.
[First Class World, Better Living World]


The system and the devil are one?
The devil is similar to a disease that humanity caught, that brought
separation into the world. It is through separation that the devil takes
control over humanity. The devil is the spirit of separation; he got access
to our world when the original human family gave him access. They
partake in the fruit of separation. This single act has caused a
misalignment of the human body with his spirit. This is the cause for
death, the cause for the spirit of God to depart from man and takes away
the glory that covers him.



Jesus is the antidote?
The devil is turning you into fuel for his consumption, to maintain his
system of things that is running the world. Every time you are in
violation of the law of God; you give the devil the legal rights to use you
as fuel for his system of things that is running the world. The only way
not to be part of the system of things that is running the world, is to
follow what Jesus tells you. If you consume the body of Jesus as He



wants you to, meaning emulating Him, pattern your life after Him, you
will become unpalatable for the devil to consume. If you apply the
precepts of His teachings in your life as a lifestyle; you will increase
your cognitive ability, your intuitive capacity, making you aware of the
subtle changes that are happening around you. If you are not cognizant
of the changes around you; you will be left behind, in the darkness of
this world, under the influence of the devil. You will not be in the light
of God, current with the reality of the world. If you do what Jesus
required of you, meaning deny the self and embrace your humanity, take
up your cross; you are denying the process of separation and division of
the devil and denying him a platform for expression in the world.

The seed of greatness
God places the seed of greatness inside of you, the seed of perfection,
which seed must develop as God intended to be. When the seed of
greatness God places inside of you stops developing; it automatically
enters into a state of enmity with God, aligning with the devil. This is
what evil is; it is resistance to the will of God. When you are no longer
fulfilling the will of God for whatever reason; you become the
opposition, the enemy. God is always working in Christ to free you from
the influence of the devil, helping you move forward.



Working with God
God is busy working with us and through us to take the world back
from the devil. This is what Christ is; it God working with man and
through man, taken the world back from the devil. Jesus made that
possible; this is why He is the Christ. He made it possible for the Holy
Spirit of God to work in the flesh with man. This is what the Power of
Convergence does; it helps you discover your gifts and talents, helping
you align your passion with your gifts and talents, what God calls you to
do in the earth. It teaches you how to defer your ego to God so that he can
help you succeed in your assignment. There is a devil standing in your
way; he is the enemy of your soul denying you access to the abundance
of life Without God; you will not make it to success.


God instills moral responsibility
Moral responsibility is God guiding our every steps. Without Moral
Responsibility, corruption will keep us into a perpetual state of poverty.
This is what the devil wants. He wants to keep us under his grip and
through greed and corruption he is doing that. The Under-developing
World will remain the way it is, because of corruption. A deliberate
effort has to be made, people must become mindful that greed and
excess are instruments in the hands of the devil, denying people their
possibility in life. The only sure way to instill Moral Responsibility in
people is to help them discover the gifts and talents that God gave them,
helping them discover the relationship between their gifts and the
passion that God puts in their hearts. By helping them discover their
calling, what God assigned them to do in the earth; they are willing to
work with God and let Him guide them. This is the sure way to establish
Moral Responsibility in People.


The measure of life
Abundance is the measure of life. Life is measured in abundance and
Jesus came to give us access to the abundance of life. The human soul is
measured in the quality of life we live. If the life that we live is not
worthy to glorify God; it belongs to the devil This is why the devil is
robing you of your possibility in life; he is after your soul, There is a
certain measure of righteousness that it requires for God to give you
access to His creative power, the power to create first class world,
Better Living World to live. Jesus is that measure; He is the standard
that God set for humanity. We must measure our lives by Him. He is the
pattern for us to follow. He came to give you greater access to life,
access to the abundance of life.

Life interconnected
Everything is interconnected, intertwined with each other. The world
is complex, intricate, everything is interconnected; this I why we cannot
easily pin down the cause, the reason for why things are the way they
are. The world is called the darkness of this world for that reason; you
cannot say here is the one cause. You must get to the source, the roots.



There are only two choices in life, either a choice for God or a choice
without God. To be with God is to choose life and to be without God is a
choice for death. There are only two choice in life; either a choice for
God or life or a choice without God or for death. Where God is not, the
devil begins, where God is not, there is no light, but darkness.

The Dynamics of life
There are four dynamics that shaped human existence. They become
the driving forces in our lives. The way we assert our identity in the
world, resort differences to assert ourselves are driven by these two
dynamics, Attainment and Negation. They become the forces that are
pushing humanity forward and the forces that are restraining humanity
backward, they are the reason for acceleration or stagnation in society.
The other two dynamics affect our perception. When human beings stop
developing socially and spiritually, when they reach a plateau or death
end in their stages of development; they enter into a state of enmity with
God; they become the opposition. They either perceive change as a
threat to their existence or feeling too important to change. They become
the enemy by default. We have a couple infamous people that represent
a plateau and a dead end in the stages of development of the seed of
greatness that God places inside of us. Ben laden represents a dead end
in the stage of development of the seed of greatness inside of us, he sees
change as an existential; threat. And Hitler represents a plateau in the
development of the seed of greatness inside of us. He feels too important
and wants to make the world into his own image, superior she is.



Layers of human existence
When we missed the points of engagement when God is dispensing
awareness, we also loose the capacity to deal with the reality of the
world, the capacity to create first class world, Better Living World to
live. This is why we have different layers of human existence, people
don’t have the ability to deal with the reality of the world. They cannot
sustain the reality of the present. World of people are formed, different
layers of human existence exist in our world as Tribal World, Third



World, Emerging World and Industrial world because of people capacity
to create the kind of world they want to live.


What you are looking for?
Rather you are a Muslim, Christian, Buddhist, Hindu or Atheist; you
are looking to understand the forces that affect you. Regardless of your
faith, your beliefs system, your country of origin, the more you are
familiar with the forces that affect you, the more fluid and flexible you
become. The easier it is for you to adjust to the changes of the world
around you.



The Future
If you don’t care now about the world, what is happening in it; you will.
The changes that are happening around the world will affect you and
you will be forced to pay attention. They will imposed on you, and you
will have to look at them, pay attention

Lifestyle
Increase your awareness, sharpen your perception, apply
the precepts that guarantee you an increase in your cognitive ability, an
increase in your intuitive capacity, quickening you, giving you the
capacity to perceive the subtle changes that are happening around you.
Hence you start applying those precepts in your daily life; they become
part of your lifestyle. It is all in the life that you live, rather that life is in
harmony with the principles, the law and order of the universe.

The Precepts
 Do unto others as you would like them do unto you; that is to
love others as you love yourself, forgive others as you would like
to be forgiven, etc.
 Deny the self: we must deny the process by which we arrive at
our self-identity; that is we negate others in order to affirm
ourselves. This is the way of the devil; it is us consuming the fruit

of the knowledge of good and evil, it is us separating ourselves
from God and our fellow human beings. “If a man wants to
fallow Me, let him first deny himself."
 We must embrace our humanity; that is we must accept the
short comings and weaknesses of our fellow human beings; that
is we must take up our cross. “If a man wants to fallow Me; let
him take up his cross and fallow Me."
 Turn the other cheek; that is we must look for alternatives to
resolve our differences; we must avoid heads on collisions to
resolve our conflicts. These few precepts when applied to our
daily lives become our lifestyle. This life style guarantees to
increase our spiritual awareness, quicken our cognitive ability so
that we can perceive the reality of this world, solve our problems,
and overcome obstacles out of our paths.

The requirements
 If you want to expand your world, increase your understanding, you
must put yourself aside and embrace the larger picture. If you do; you
will deny the system that is running the world having power over you
and make yourself ready for increase. Your ego is standing in the way;
you must first deny the process that separate you and set you apart from
the rest.

Universal
 There is an order, a harmony that run the Universe; the rules, the
principles that make that order possible will not change. They are also
translated to you; this is what the Buddha, Krishna, and Jesus did. They
make the Universe personal to you. You can be a savage living in the
jungle of Amazon or in Africa; your survival depends on understanding
the principles, the rules that governed the Universe. I think that it is
what the Part II of the Power of Convergence will do for you; take the
impersonal and makes it personal

